Additional Information for the India Tour in February with Toccata
Productions from the organizer
The tour starts at the Trident in Chennai on the 15th of February
2019 and finishes on the 24th with our last concert in Bangalore .
This is the only window that the orchestra and the soloists are
available .
750£ is the comprehensive cost. It covers all meals /accommodation
/transfers except airport ( as people will be coming from different
countries and different times ) . It does not cover activities like jungle
safaris / treks entrance fees to the palace and heritage sites which
people can undertake on their own (The costs of these are very
nominal ) .
With respect to meals all the meals will be buffet style with a superb
selection of vegetarian and non vegetarian. Alcohol and beverages
other than what is provided as part of the menu will be charged to the
individual. The only time a participant may have to pay for a meal is if
we are in transit and a meal time falls during transfers . Even here we
are trying to cover the meal if possible. This might be only one meal
We will negotiate special laundry rates at the properties and hopefully
free WIFI access
Due the possibility of the Brit exit causing currency fluctuations we
have taken the Pound to be equivalent to 92 Indian rupees and we
will work on this exchange rate for the tour.
It is a mandatory requirement of the Government of India that all
foreign nationals get a business visa as they will be performing. We
will be sending appropriate letters of invitation.
We also request that all participants have a good travel insurance
which covers performance and are vaccinated as per
recommendation. We will send out detailed health / cultural / and a
comprehensive guide to the entire tour to the confirmed team.
We have a Toccata travel agent in Canada and UK who will be happy
to help with quotations, transfer of instruments etc . They are both

available 24/7 . However you may have your own travel agent who
could help with international airfares
Therefore the cost to the participant is Airfare + Visa fee to be paid to
the Indian High Commission+ Vaccines ( I am not sure if these are
charged in the US+ 750£ to the Toccata Kraetions Trust India.
Toccata trust is a registered trust who financial activities are
regulated by the Income Tax Department of India
Today June 24th 750 GBP is $955.00
Spouses are welcome but since the price is based on triple
occupancy of the singers, the price will be slightly higher for the
couple.
If there is limited space on the Heritage train, the singers will have
priority, and spouses will catch a bus ride 1.5 hours to the
destination.

